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Key Product Features
• Variable copy available
• Construction doesn’t require tag 

to be affixed directly to the asset
• Available with choice of 1, 2, 3 or 4

colors - including spot colors and
4 color process

• Digital printing process
provides for greater print capability
with detailed logos or special designs

• Thin profile, but rigid construction
resists bending and tearing

• Double-sided registered option
available

Do you have an asset 
tracking application where 
you can’t affix a label directly 
to an asset? What about an asset 
tracking application where the label would need to be applied in 
an environment where the temperature is too cold for the adhesive
to perform properly? Metalcraft’s Bar Code Hang Tag is ideal for
these types of applications.

A removable, reusable solution for a variety of applications, our
Bar Code Hang Tag may be used for cold storage, asset control,
personnel identification, logistics, work-in-progress, warehousing
applications and more. The tag is a thick, clear .003” polyester
construction laminated to .010” white polyester, which keeps the
profile of the tag relatively thin, yet offers excellent rigidity and
resistance to bending and tearing. With the open tab the tag does
not need to be permanently affixed to assets and can be easily
attached with plastic strips.

Subsurface printing protects the label copy, logo and/or bar code
information from moderate solvents and caustics/acids while 
four-color processing and double-sided registered 
options allow you to promote your company 
with a label that shows off your company 
name or logo. Metalcraft’s 
digital printing process ensures even the 
most detailed logo will look crisp and clean.

Bar Code Hang Tag



Serialization:  Bar code and human-readable equivalent is
produced using the latest high-resolution digital technology
available, which provides excellent clarity and easy 
scanning. Code 39 is the standard symbology with a range
of 2.7 to 9.4 CPI (characters per inch). Optional symbolo-
gies include 128, I 2 of 5, 2D DataMatrix and QR Code.
Standard Sizes:  4 3/4 x 1 3/4”, 2 x 1 1/2” 
Affixing Methods:  Various mechanical fasteners (i.e.,
plastic straps)
Shipment:  15 work days
To Order: Call1-800-437-5283 and ask for
an ID Specialist.

Construction:  .003” thick clear polyester laminated to
.010” thick white polester.
Label Copy: The label copy may include block type, 
stylized type, logos or other designs. All copy, block type,
stylized type, logos, designs, and bar code are subsurface
printed. This unique process provides excellent resistance
to solvents, caustics, acids and moderate abrasion.
Colors:  Standard colors include black, red, yellow, green
and blue. Due to contrast needed for the bar code scanner,
all bar codes are black.
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Bar Code Hang Tag Specifications

Test Results
These tests were conducted for a limited period of time in strict laboratory conditions. In order to achieve maximum satisfaction we 
highly recommend that any customer considering use of this product test the labels in the environment in which they will be used.
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SIZE:  4 3/4” x 1 3/4” - #1150
One-Color
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SIZE:  2” x 1 1/2” - #1187
One-Color
Two-Color
Three-Color

PRICES PER 100

N.E. = No Effect

Chemical Soak Test Results
Brake
Fluid
N.E.

N.E.

HCI
pH 1.0

N.E.

N.E.

HNO3

pH 1.0
N.E.

N.E.

NaOH
pH 12.0

N.E.

N.E.

Acetone
100%

Some Adhesive
Ooze

Severe 
Delamination

Isop. Alcohol
99%
Slight

Adhesive Ooze
Edges

Loosened

Bathroom
Cleaner pH 10.0

N.E.

N.E.

Glass
Cleaner

N.E.

N.E.

Water

N.E.

N.E.

Length of
Immersion

2 Hours

24 Hours

Diesel
Fuel
N.E.

N.E.

BAR CODE HANG TAG PRICING

BLACK BLUE RED      GREEN    YELLOW


